
Sparta Beef

Steak cuts and round cuts

Our deboned hindquarter and forequarter primal 
cuts are generously trimmed, ensuring minimal 
offcuts when slicing. Our trim ensures a ‘ready to 
roast or portion’ product. The chilled, deboned 
product is vacuum packed in a special barrier bag, 
after which the product is sent through a steam 
tunnel – ensuring that the pack is tight and the 
vacuum is intact. If the cold chain is maintained, the 
chilled (not frozen) product has a guaranteed shelf 
life of 90-days. These products can be ordered frozen 
on special request.

Our bone-in cuts are fresh or freshly frozen and 
produced on order.  Special high-abuse bags, and in 
some instances bone guard, are used to ensure that 
the bone does not puncture the vacuum bag –
ensuring a longer shelf life on our fresh bone-in 
products. A 21-day shelf life is achieved on these 
products. These products can be ordered frozen on 
special request.



MEAT AGEING

The process of ageing softens the muscle fibre and increases 
the overall quality, tenderness and flavour of the beef.

Beef carcasses are expertly cooled in chilled rooms at our 
facility. Beef primal cuts are deboned and placed in special 
barrier bags, vacuumed and sent through a steam tunnel to 
ensure that a tight vacuum is achieved and then checked that 
the bag and vacuum seal are intact.

For optimal shelf life, our steak cuts are deep-chilled and aged 
– inside a special barrier vacuum bag – for a minimum of 21 
days. This process is called wet-ageing. During maturation, 
extra care is taken to maintain the cold chain at all times to 
ensure the product retains its optimal quality. It is vital that 
the cold chain is also maintained at the end destination, i.e.
the restaurant, retail shop or at home.



STEAK CUTS 
AND ROUND 
CUTS

Our deboned hindquarter and forequarter primal cuts 
are generously trimmed, ensuring minimal offcuts when 
slicing. Our trim ensures a ‘ready to roast or portion’ 
product. The chilled, deboned product is vacuum packed 
in a special barrier bag, after which the product is sent 
through a steam tunnel – ensuring that the pack is tight
and the vacuum is intact. If the cold chain is maintained, 
the chilled (not frozen) product has a guaranteed shelf 
life of 90-days. These products can be ordered frozen on 
special request.

Our bone-in cuts are fresh or freshly frozen and 
produced on order.  Special high-abuse bags, and in 
some instances bone guard, are used to ensure that the 
bone does not puncture the vacuum bag – ensuring a 
longer shelf life on our fresh bone-in products. A 21-day 
shelf life is achieved on these products. These products 
can be ordered frozen on special request.









VALUE-ADDED 
PRODUCTS

Our beef innovation team works closely with our 
retail clients to create tailor-made products suited 
to their customers. Sparta also has an exciting 
range of branded and labelled, retail-ready 
products that can be bought by any of our 
customers. All Sparta retail-ready product is 
labelled in accordance with South African 
labelling regulations. Product is delivered on a 
two-day lead time. Our clients also have access to 
our pioneering beef innovation team, who will 
assist in creating tailor-made products for further 
production e.g pie manufacturing or for the 
hospitality industry. Product is delivered on a 
three-day lead time.





DELICACIES

These products are considered delicacies in South Africa 
and many other countries in the world.
Traditionally classed as offal products, these products are 
held in high regard by many South Africans
and are in some instances linked to special holiday 
period meals.
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